
CASE STUDY ZAPPOS

Zappos will take an order as late as midnight and deliver it to the customer's doorstep before breakfast. It has the
world's largest selection of shoes, and its.

It has spent little on advertising otherwise, but did acquire 6pm. How did Zappos grow its business? Zappos,
which has 1, employees, will be the largest company to date to implement Holacracy. Build open and honest
relationships with communication. November 4, How to improve customer service sustainably There are
hundreds of tips on how to improve customer service but most of them work inconsistently and rarely sustain.
Why was Zappos sold to Amazon? If you liked this, please share. He sold a software company he had founded
when he realized that even he no longer wanted to come to work, primarily because of the culture. Problem
Statement 1. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be published. How to improve customer service
sustainably? And a little weird. The result was minimal sales, however. If it does not seem to be worthwhile
then new routing and consolidation systems will need to be devised. Reprinted by permission of Harvard
Business Review Press. This their key idea but it requires more work to be called an innovation. Zappos
decided their call agents would: Not use scripts, and not having to complete the call in the shortest possible
time. They are encouraged to personally decorate their offices and to take part in office get-togethers.
Discussion The reason that I ranked the "image problem" number one is because the company has succeeded
largely due to its image of having exceptional customer service. Be adventurous, creative, and open-minded. I
hear so many horror stories from friends about the places they work and it only makes me feel that much more
fortunate to be a part of the Zappos family. Nick found there were no major online stores that focused on
shoes. The inventory problem is ranked second and not first because the company has already taken estimable
and relatively effective measures to solve its inventory and distribution problems. Employees are chosen
carefully, for aptitude and personality. Early in his career, Hsieh had a breakthrough about how much culture
mattered to the performance and motivation of employees. This is why their research and marketing teams
must be exceptionally proactive in their endeavors. Apply the 4 questions on it. One year later they broke their
own record with a 10 hour call. It has the world's largest selection of shoes, and its service includes free
returns. Everyone inside Zappos, from the CEO to the front line, understood the link between its culture of
happiness and the company's daily performance. At the same time, now more than ever, when people are
suffering financially, they are likely to appreciate the "above and beyond" tactics that have made the company
famous. Founded in , it grew to be the world's largest online shoe store, and was acquired ten years later by
Amazon. He found difficulty in finding the right style, right color, and right size shoe. Masters in. The
challenge for an operations strategy is that it has to translate and implement these business models. The
company went through many growing pains between and , most of which had to do with supply chain
management. What's your version of happy? Zappos gives their call agents a lot of freedom to make
commitments to their customers in order to provide memorable experiences. The quote that moved us most
was from Ryan A.


